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ABSTRACT

Fitts’ law and the associated throughput measure characterize user
pointing performance in virtual reality (VR) training systems and
simulators well. Yet, pointing performance can be affected by the
feedback users receive from a VR application. This work examines
the effect of the pitch of auditory error feedback on user performance
in a Fitts’ task through a distributed experiment. In our first study,
we used middle- and high-frequency sound feedback and demon-
strated that high-pitch error feedback significantly decreases user
performance in terms of time and throughput. In the second study,
we used adaptive sound feedback, where we increased the frequency
with the error rate, while asking subjects to execute the task “as
fast/as precise/as fast and precise as possible”. Results showed that
adaptive sound feedback decreases the error rate for “as fast as pos-
sible” task execution without affecting the time. The results can be
used to enhance and design various VR systems.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human Computer
Interaction (HCI); Human-centered computing—Virtual Reality;
Human-centered computing—Pointing;

1 INTRODUCTION

In virtual environments (VEs), typically presented in virtual reality
(VR) and augmented reality (AR) systems, software developers and
practitioners can easily collect detailed 3D user movement data, with
lower cost and higher performance compared to conventional meth-
ods [45]. The controllability of a VE, such as the ability to change
the lighting or wind conditions, allows users to practice a task as
much as required while still affording different degrees of challenge.
Similarly, the ability to perfectly repeat a scenario, like a ball fol-
lowing a certain trajectory, which is hard to do in the real world,
makes such training systems even more attractive for trainees [17].
Further, trainees can receive such training without environmental
challenges or causing environmental harm and even train remotely,
e.g., in their home, saving money, time, and increasing their personal
productivity.

Previous work investigated training systems and simulators in VR
in a variety of fields, including but not limited to sports [23, 33, 59,
62], surgery [16, 44, 52], aircraft maintenance and piloting [27, 70],
firefighter [22, 25, 49], and marine training [36, 66]. Our paper
focuses on training scenarios where the trainees aim to improve their
eye-hand coordination performance through VR training systems
and simulators, by decreasing their reaction time while improving
precision and accuracy. Especially for fields that require fast and
accurate movements, such as catching a ball in sports, reaching a
button inside the cockpit of an aircraft, or positioning the tool-tip
into the correct location in surgery, eye-hand coordination training
systems are already deployed widely.
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Previous work showed that the Fitts’ task and throughput measure
are useful to assess user performance in VR [68] and to reduce
reaction time [13]. This latter study asked participants to perform
the experiment as fast and as precise as possible, with a single kind
of auditory error feedback. Yet, they did not investigate how user
performance changes with different forms of auditory feedback and
task execution conditions in VR. A recent study extended throughput
assessment to VE eye-hand coordination training systems [8].

Yet, other work has identified that the pitch of audio feedback
can alter user performance in steering tasks for VR medical training
systems and simulators [4, 7]. Researchers were able to “control”
user performance by changing the frequency of the error feedback.
We believe that these outcomes with a steering task mean that it is
possible to control the trainee performance in Fitts’ law pointing
tasks, i.e., through the task-inherent speed-accuracy trade-off. Other
research has shown that arbitrarily designed sound feedback can even
have detrimental effects on the users’ motivation and interpretation,
and thus, on their performance [61].

While trainees practice with a training systems or simulator, they
can use different learning and task execution strategies [5]. Research
has identified that it is better for novices to focus on precision (rather
than speed) to increase their efficiency [4, 5]. Beyond this criterion,
throughput incorporates speed, precision, and accuracy of the users
into one measure and thus combines different learning criteria in a
single value [8,13]. The combination of speed, error, and throughput
assessment for eye-hand coordination training allows trainers to
monitor trainee performance and to inform trainees on how to best
improve their skills. Thus, to increase the efficiency of VR training
systems and simulators for eye-hand coordination performance it is
crucial to understand how to control trainee task execution strategies.

This paper investigates how different sounds as error feedback
during a Fitts’ task affect user performance, also with different task
execution strategies. Also, we identify design recommendations
for VR-based training systems and simulators targeted at improving
eye-hand coordination motor performance.

Our contributions are:

• High-frequency error feedback significantly decreases user
performance in VR training systems in terms of time and
throughput while decreasing the error rate.

• An identification of the effect of different error sound frequen-
cies on task execution strategies in a Fitts’ task.

• Suggestions for appropriate auditory error feedback for design-
ers of VR training systems and simulators.

In this study, we investigate the following research questions:
How does user performance change with different sound frequencies
for error feedback in Fitts’ task for time, error rate and throughput?
Which trade-offs appear with high-frequency auditory feedback?
And how can sound feedback be used to improve user performance
by encouraging different task execution strategies?

To answer these questions, we extend previous work on the effect
that pitch has in auditory feedback for steering tasks [7] to Fitts’
law pointing tasks through two different, remotely conducted, user



studies with the same participant pool. In the first study, we focused
on three forms of sound feedback: no feedback, a middle C pitch
(C4), and a high C (C8), for both virtual hand and ray casting
selection techniques. In our second study, we introduced adaptive
feedback and increased the pitch when subjects made more errors.
We investigated adaptive feedback and constant pitch (C4) error
feedback for three task execution strategies: “as fast/as precise/as
fast and precise as possible”. We measured participants’ time, error
rate, and throughput performance during the task execution. We
show that our findings better inform trainees as to how to deal
with the fundamental speed-accuracy trade-off. We believe that our
results can be applied to VR simulators and training systems to
ultimately give trainees better options to train themselves, especially
for situations where real-world scenarios are hard to replicate.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Fitts’ law & Effective Throughput
Fitts’ law is a mathematical equation used to model the movement
time for rapid human movements [26] in Human-Computer Interac-
tion studies. Equation 1 shows the Shannon capacity formulation of
Fitts’ law, which we use in our work here:

Movement Time(MT) = a+b∗ log2

(
A
W

+1
)
= a+b∗ ID (1)

In Equation 1, A is the distance between target centers and W the
size of each target. The log term in the equation represents the task
difficulty or the index of difficulty ID. The coefficients a and b are
empirically derived via linear regression. In this work, we also use
ISO 9241-411:2012’s throughput [34] as assessment criterion:

Throughput =
(

IDe

MT

)
(2)

In Equation 2 IDe is the effective index of difficulty. According
to ISO 9241-411:2012 [34], IDe is the “user precision achieved in
accomplishing a task” and calculated as:

IDe = log2

(
Ae

We
+1

)
(3)

In Equation 3, the effective distance Ae is the real distance tra-
versed to execute the task, i.e., the distance between two selection
points, and We is the effective target width, which is calculated as
We = 4.133×SDx, where SDx is the standard deviation of selection
coordinates along the task axis. SDx represents the accuracy of
the task [40, 41]. Thus, Equation 2 combines time, precision, and
accuracy into one equation, which enables us to better understand
the trade-offs in user motor performance [34].

2.2 Auditory feedback
Any change in perceptual information can potentially change user
motor performance [61]. For instance, previous work has shown
that auditory feedback affects the reaction time of subjects [51] and
reduces the target acquisition time [50, 54, 56].

Sound feedback in Fitts’ tasks has been studied as uni-modal
and multi-modal feedback [2, 15, 73]. Akamatsu et al. [1] used
2kHz sounds and compared haptic, auditory, and visual feedback.
They showed that the combination of haptic, visual, and auditory
feedback does not increase user performance as much as haptic
feedback alone. On the other hand, Brent et al. [31] used a 1kHz
sine wave and showed that subjects were faster with confirmatory
auditory feedback. Sterkenburg et al. increased the frequency of
the sine wave, i.e., the pitch, when participants hit closer to targets
and showed that the combination of visual and continuous auditory
feedback increases throughput performance [64, 65].

Previous work also used auditory error feedback to signal to
trainees if they needed to improve their performance [38, 39, 60].
For instance, Konttinen et al. [39] mapped user movements to pitch
in a shooting task, and showed that, on average, the deviation of
the subjects decreased with higher frequencies. Similarly, Sigrist et
al. [60] mapped deviations in rowing-type movements to auditory
pitch and showed that subjects can follow a desired trajectory. Other
similar work, e.g., [19, 28, 35], also focused on mapping the error in
the movement trajectory to auditory feedback for motor performance
improvement. Still, the effect of auditory error feedback on 3D
pointing tasks has not been investigated before.

In some 2D Fitts’ law studies, the auditory component of the
selection action is provided through the 2D mouse click or the tap on
a tablet, e.g., [1]. In contrast, researchers often provide auditory error
feedback to notify participants if they failed to successfully point
to a target in VR pointing studies, e.g., [55, 69]. In our study, we
used auditory error feedback in a similar manner, where we played
a sound when subjects did not hit (missed) the target. Previous work
has shown that to improve subjects’ motor performance, key events
should be correlated to changes in volume [61]. Yet, in pointing
tasks, it is common to observe low error rates. By (frequently) giving
positive auditory feedback for hits, the awareness of a miss could be
reduced, which could negatively impact user performance. Thus, it
is better to give auditory feedback for errors in pointing tasks.

2.3 Sensory performance assessment
Previous work on different learning strategies showed that time
alone is not a good assessment criterion since individuals can follow
different learning strategies [5, 6]. Especially for novice trainees,
research suggests that they should focus on precision in their initial
task execution to improve their motor skill acquisition in training
systems [4, 5]. In VR training systems and simulators, user perfor-
mance can be easily monitored by trainers and then used to give
feedback to the trainee to facilitate the learning process. Such an
active feedback training method can improve trainee performance
and increase training efficiency [21, 23, 57].

2.4 Fitts’ law and throughput as assessment criterion
Fitts’ law, as shown in Equation 1, is a well-known performance
assessment criteria to compare user pointing performance with dif-
ferent input methods in HCI studies. Previous studies showed that
throughput is useful to assess human performance. For instance,
Teather and Stuerzlinger [68] examined pointing tasks in VR through
time, error, and throughput. Throughput was also used as an assess-
ment criterion in various VR applications to monitor the user perfor-
mance. Scheme and Englehart used 3D Fitts’ task and throughput
in a clinical evaluation of prosthetics as training systems [58]. Kim
et al. used Fitts’ law to analyze user performance for individuals
with chronic strokes [37]. A recent series of VR/AR studies on
eye-hand coordination training systems showed that the Fitts’ task
and throughput measure are suitable assessment criteria for tasks
designed to improve the reaction time of athletes [8, 13, 14, 48].

3 USER STUDY 1
3.1 Motivation & Hypotheses
Here, our goal is to investigate if user motor performance is affected
negatively with high-pitch auditory feedback in a Fitts’ task.

H1.1. User performance is altered with different auditory
error feedback in Fitts’ tasks: As shown in previous studies in
other domains, we expect that participants’ performance changes
with different feedback sounds in Fitts’ tasks [1, 31].

H1.2. High-pitch error feedback increases task execution
time, while also decreasing the error rate and increasing
throughput for Fitts’ tasks: Previous work on the steering task
showed that task execution time decreased significantly with higher



pitch, while subjects made fewer errors [4, 7]. We expect similar
results for pointing tasks. Since throughput is correlated to task
execution time, we also expect a decrease in throughput.

3.2 Subjects
We recruited 17 right-handed and one left-handed participants (10
male and 8 female) on average 29.31±4.29 years old.

3.3 Procedure
We conducted the user study remotely. The participants started
the experiment by filling a demographic questionnaire. Then, the
experimenter explained the study to the participant. In the VE,
subjects were sitting in the middle of an empty room with depth
cues, as shown in the Fig. 1. During the experiment, participants
used their dominant hand to control a cursor via the VR controller
to point at targets. They used the space bar on a keyboard with their
non-dominant hand to select a target. We made this choice to avoid
the adverse consequences of the Heisenberg spatial effect [18].

We used an ISO 9241-411:2012 [34] task with 11 gray targets
placed in a circle at the participants’ eye level. Participants selected
each target with the cursor attached to the VR controller with two
different selection techniques, virtual hand (Fig. 1(a)) and ray cast-
ing (Fig. 1(b)). Targets were placed 0.4 m and 1.5 m away from
the subjects for the virtual hand and ray casting pointing conditions,
respectively. These distances were chosen based on the outcomes
of previous mid-air selection work [9]. To eliminate diplopia, we
placed the 1 cm cursor sphere 3 cm above the VR controller for the
virtual hand condition. For the ray casting method, the cursor was
displayed at the intersection between the ray and the 2D target plane,
i.e., always 1.5 m away from the user.

During a round of trials, we asked subjects to select targets with
the spacebar when the cursor was inside a target. While the cursor
was inside the orange-coloured target, we changed its colour to
blue as visual feedback, i.e., highlighting. If the cursor was inside
that target when the user hit the space bar, we changed the target’s
colour to green to provide positive feedback to the participants.
On the other hand, when the cursor was outside of the target, the
target’s colour was changed to red, and we played a sound as error
feedback. The first target was randomly chosen by the software
and participants executed the task either in a clockwise or counter-
clockwise direction. For the first study, we asked subjects to be “as
fast and as precise as possible” while selecting targets.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Study 1 selection techniques (a) virtual hand (b) ray casting.

For auditory error feedback, we used either no sound or two
different forms of auditory feedback. In the control condition, we
did not give auditory error feedback, which is equivalent to a 0Hz
tone. For the two other conditions, we played a middle C (C4 -
262Hz) or the highest C on a piano keyboard (C8 - 4186Hz) for 0.25
seconds for errors. We made this choice so that our work would be
comparable to previous work [4,7]. Moreover, the duration is similar
to the “adequate response time” of 243ms suggested by Brungart
et al. [20]. Participants heard this sound either through the HMD’s
built-in headphones or external audio headsets.

To vary the index of difficulty (ID), we used different target
distances and target sizes, see below.

At the end of the study, subjects filled a questionnaire about their
observations on the different forms of auditory feedback. Overall,
the first study took around 10 minutes, and we counterbalanced the
auditory feedback and selection technique with a Latin square to
eliminate potential learning effects.

3.4 Experimental Design
In this first study, we used a two-factor within-subjects design
with three auditory error feedback (3AEF = no auditory feedback,
C4 (262Hz) and C8 (4186Hz)) conditions and two selection tech-
niques (2ST = virtual hand and ray casting) conditions, comprising
a 3AEF ×2ST design. We measured task execution time (seconds),
error rate (%), and effective throughput (bits/s) of the subjects. We
varied the index of difficulty ID, by using three target sizes (3T S =
1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 cm) and two target distances (2T D = 12.5 and 25
cm), which created 6 unique IDs between 2.19 and 4.14. Target sizes
and distances were randomly selected for each round of trials. Each
subject performed 3AEF ×2ST ×6ID× 11 repetitions = 396 trials.

Table 1: Study 1 Experimental Conditions, AEF = Auditory error
feedback, NONE = No auditory feedback, C4 = 262 Hz, C8 = 4186
Hz, ST = Selection technique, VH = Virtual hand, RC = Ray casting,
A = Target distance, W = Target width.

3AEF ×2ST conditions counterbalanced with Latin Square
AEF NONE NONE C4 C4 C8 C8
ST VH RC VH RC VH RC

Randomized task variables for each condition
A 12.5 12.5 12.5 25 25 25
W 1.5 2.5 3.5 1.5 2.5 3.5

3.5 Results
The data for this first user study were analyzed using Repeated
Measures (RM) ANOVA in SPSS 24. We used Skewness (S) and
Kurtosis (K) for normality analysis and considered data as normally
distributed when the S and K values were within ± 1.5 [30, 42].
When the data was not normally distributed, we used ART [71]. We
only report significant results and used the Bonferroni method for
post-hoc analyses. Results are illustrated as means and standard
error of means in figures. We applied Huynh-Feldt correction when
the ε was less than 0.75.

Time results: The time dependent variable was normally dis-
tributed, S = 0.99 and K = 1.36. According to the one-way RM
ANOVA results in Table 2, subjects were slower with high-pitch
feedback (Fig. 2(a)) and with the ray casting condition (Fig. 2(b)).
We did not find a significant interaction between auditory feedback
and selection technique (F(2,34) = 0.047, p = 0.293, η2= 0.141).
We also did not identify a significant three-way interaction between
auditory feedback, selection technique, and ID (F(7.482,126.275) =
0.021, p = 0.229, η2 = 0.066).

Error rate results: The error rate dependent variable was
not normally distributed, S = 1.3, K = 2.5, so we used ART. The
one-way RM ANOVA results for error rate are shown in Table 2,
Fig. 2(c)), and Fig. 2(d)). Subjects made fewer errors with the high-
pitch feedback (C8) and the virtual hand condition. We also found
a significant two-way interaction between auditory feedback and
selection technique F(2,34) = 9.919, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.368. The
results are shown in Fig. 2(g), where the error rate of the subjects
decreased with the virtual hand condition compared to ray casting for
C4 and no auditory feedback. For the C8 tone, even though the error
rate decreased for the virtual hand condition, the interaction was
not significant. We did not find a significant three-way interaction
between auditory feedback, selection technique, and ID (F(10,170)
= 1.664, p = 0.093, η2 = 0.089).



Throughput results: Throughput was normally distributed, S
= 0.43, K = 0.39. According to the one-way RM ANOVA results
shown in Table 2, Fig. 2(c)) and (Fig. 2(d), the throughput perfor-
mance of the subjects decreased with C8 feedback and with ray
casting. We did not observe a significant two-way interaction in the
RM ANOVA between auditory feedback and selection technique for
throughput (F(2,34) = 0.331, p = 0.720, η2 = 0.019), nor a three-way
interaction between auditory feedback, selection technique, and ID
(F(10,170) = 1.195, p = 0.297, η2 = 0.125).

Table 2: Study 1 One-Way RM ANOVA results

Auditory
Feedback

Selection
Technique ID

Time
F(2, 34)= 9.679,

p<0.001,
η2= 0.363

F(1, 17)= 19.631,
p<0.001,
η2= 0.536

F(2.617, 44.492)= 88.725,
p<0.001,
η2= 0.839

Error rate
F(2,34)= 33.372,

p<0.001,
η2= 0.663

F(1,17)= 23.531,
p<0.001,
η2= 0.581

F(5,85)= 6.160,
p<0.001,
η2= 0.266

Throughput
F(2,34)= 8.639,

p<0.001,
η2= 0.337

F(1,17)= 83.904,
p<0.001,
η2= 0.832

F(5,85)= 18.850,
p<0.001,
η2= 0.526

The results raise the following question: since subjects made
fewer errors with C8 feedback, one could expect to see better accu-
racy. Yet, the throughput results show that subjects’ performance
decreased significantly. Thus, we also analyzed the standard de-
viation (SDx) [40] for auditory feedback, selection technique, and
ID. SDx was not normally distributed, S = 10.93, K = 153.10 and
we found significant interactions for auditory feedback F(2,34) =
42.039, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.712 and ID (F(5,85) = 4.695, p < 0.01, η2

= 0.216). Selection technique was not significant for SDx (F(1,17)=
1.968, n.s., η2= 0.104). The results for auditory feedback in Fig. 2(h)
show that the precision of the subjects significantly decreased when
there was no auditory feedback.

3.5.1 Subjective results
Most subjects, 14 out of 18, preferred a C4 tone, 2 preferred no
auditory feedback, and 2 preferred the C8. We asked participants
about their thoughts on the C8 tone, and they commented that it
was “annoying”, “very uncomfortable”, “it [C8] made me feel very
rushed and panicked”, “very irritating”, “quite alarming”, “I tried to
avoid that [C8] as much as possible”, “it was disturbing. I believe
it affected my speed, slowed down a lot”, “distracting”, and that it
“scared me”. In contrast, one subject commented that “The irritating
sound helped me [to] focus better”.

3.5.2 Fitts’ Law Analysis
Linear regressions according to Fitts’ Law, Equation 1, show that
movement time can be modelled as MT = 0.24 + 0.22*ID, R2 = 0.19
without sound feedback, MT = 0.17 + 0.22*ID, R2 = 0.83 for the
C4 pitch and MT = 0.93 + 0.27*ID, R2 = 0.93 for the C8. These
results are shown in Fig. 3(a). The results for selection technique
are similarly shown in Fig. 3(b), virtual hand MT = 0.19 + 0.2*ID,
R2 = 0.93 and ray casting MT = 0.14 + 0.26*ID, R2 = 0.87.

3.6 Study 1 Discussion
Our first study investigated how different forms of auditory feedback
affect user performance in terms of time, error rate, and throughput.
We extended our results further by analyzing the standard deviation
of the selection points to better understand the effects of different
auditory error feedback.

Looking at the data shown in Table 2, we can see that changing
the feedback’s pitch can alter user performance. From previous work,
we know that auditory cues can increase the spatial accuracy for
virtual object interaction [74]. Also, the interaction between auditory
feedback and selection technique in our results here identifies a per-
formance difference between ray casting and virtual hand selection

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 2: Time results for (a) auditory feedback and (b) selection
technique; error rate results for (c) auditory feedback and (d) selection
technique; effective throughput results for (e) auditory feedback and
(f) selection technique. (g) Error rate interaction results for auditory
feedback and selection technique and (h) SDx interaction results for
the first study.

techniques. However, we did not observe a significant difference
for the C8 tone between ray casting and virtual hand, since subjects
seem to have focused mostly on not making any errors with this form
of auditory feedback. These results support our hypothesis H1.1,
where different forms of auditory feedback affect user performance
differently, regardless of the VR selection technique.

In H1.2, we hypothesized that high-pitch feedback decreases the
error rate and throughput and increases execution time. According to
our results, high-frequency auditory feedback, i.e., a C8, increased
the execution time compared to middle-frequency auditory feedback,
i.e., a C4, and no auditory feedback. On the other hand, the error
rate significantly decreased for the C8 condition. Since throughput
combines time, precision, and accuracy, the increase in the execution
time had detrimental effects on the overall throughput. Thus, our
results on time, precision, and throughput support H1.2.

We speculate that this result is related to participants’ perception
of the different sound frequencies and the associated cognitive load.
In the real world, high-pitch sounds are often correlated to danger or
potential damage and used to attract the attention of a person [24,53].



Figure 3: Fitts’ law model for (a) sound feedback conditions and (b)
task execution strategies.

Thus we believe that when the subjects heard the high-frequency
sounds in this task, they changed their task execution strategy to
select the targets more precisely. Since human cognitive capacity
is limited, this meant that they had to de-prioritize execution time.
This shift in priority also decreased their throughput.

The other explanation is that the used pitch did irritate or annoy
participants [4, 7]. Thus, participants might have actively tried to
avoid hearing the error sound, which then decreased their throughput
and increased execution time. The participants’ comments on the
high-pitch sound support this speculation. Since subjects were not
notably more precise with the C8 tone compared to the C4, our
results for standard deviation also support this hypothesis. Their
execution time increased while their error rate decreased, meaning
that subjects only focused on selecting the targets correctly. How-
ever, if this kind of high-pitch auditory feedback would be used as
positive feedback, e.g., [75], it could increase task execution time
and decrease throughput. Thus, we see it as important to choose ap-
propriate feedback for a given task. For pointing it is usually much
more likely that participants hit the target, so giving unpleasant
feedback for non-errors seems counter-intuitive.

Overall, the results of our first study identify that user perfor-
mance in terms of time, precision, and error rate is dependent on
the pitch used as error feedback. Thus, one might be able to control
trainee performance by using varying sound feedback, which could
be used to increase training efficiency.

4 USER STUDY 2
4.1 Motivation & Hypotheses
Our motivation for the second study was to investigate how we can
use different forms of auditory feedback to elicit different task exe-
cution strategies, which could then be applied in training systems to
improve user performance. To investigate this effect, we introduced
adaptive error feedback by increasing the error feedback sound fre-
quency with each error. To evaluate this approach, we compared
the effects of adaptive pitch for error feedback on user performance
against a constant pitch.

H2.1. Adaptive auditory error feedback increases user per-
formance: Based on the results of study 1, we speculate that increas-
ing the sound frequency with each error in a round of trials could
increase the participants’ awareness of their performance, which
could improve overall user performance. As participants might get
annoyed if they hear the same tone repeatedly [61], we increased
the pitch step-wise, which enabled participants to adapt their task
execution strategy to reduce their error rate.

H2.2. Adaptive auditory error feedback decreases user per-
formance when selecting targets with the ray casting selection
technique: Adaptive feedback is designed to increase the partic-
ipants’ awareness of an increasing error rate. Also, based on the
results of study 1, participants made more errors with the ray casting
selection technique. Thus, when subjects select targets with a ray,
we expect to observe a speed-precision trade-off where they get

slower and their throughput decreases, to avoid increasing their error
rate and hearing higher-frequency sounds.

4.2 Subjects
The same subjects as in the first study participated in this second
study, as part of one experimental “session”. We did not counterbal-
ance the user studies since we wanted subjects to be already familiar
with different pitches for feedback for this second study.

4.3 Procedure
This study was conducted remotely using the same participant pool
as in study 1 within the same experimental session. After filling out
a pre-questionnaire for the second study, subjects returned to the
same VE as in the first study. Like in the first study, participants
performed the second study with two different pointing conditions
and six different IDs. In the second study, we changed the audi-
tory feedback and introduced adaptive sound feedback, where we
increased the pitch of the error sound with each error within each
round of 11 targets. In other words, when the subjects made their
first error, they heard a C4 (262Hz) as auditory feedback, for the
second error we used a C5 (523Hz), for the third a C6 (1046Hz), for
the fourth a C7 (2093Hz), and for five or more errors a C8 (4186Hz).
For the constant-frequency baseline, we used a C4 as auditory error
feedback. As in user study 1, we played each sound for 0.25 s.

In this study, subjects performed the experiment with three dif-
ferent task execution strategies. In the first, we asked participants
to perform the tasks “as fast as possible,” focusing only on their
task execution time (Fig. 4(a)). In the second condition, we asked
subjects to perform the tasks “as precisely as possible” (Fig. 4(b)),
i.e., we asked subjects to focus only on selecting the targets precisely
while ignoring speed. As the third condition, we asked subjects to
perform the tasks “as fast and as precise as possible” (Fig. 4(c)),
where they focus simultaneously on their speed and precision.

We showed the current task execution strategy as floating text be-
hind the targets during the experiment to help participants keep track
of the current strategy. The experimenter also monitored each partic-
ipants’ performance remotely via teleconference during the study to
ensure that participants followed the current task execution strategy,
and used verbal feedback if participants were deviating clearly from
the strategy. For instance, if a subject was making errors in the
“as precise as possible” condition, the experimenter encouraged the
participant to slow down and to focus on the precision.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Illustration of study 2 task execution strategy conditions: (a)
speed task with distal pointing (b) precision task with virtual hand and
(c) speed and precision task with virtual hand.

At the end of the study, subjects filled a questionnaire about the
auditory feedback. Overall, the second study took around 20 minutes
and we counterbalanced the sound feedback and task execution
strategies with a Latin square to eliminate potential learning effects.

4.4 Experimental Design
In this study, we used a three-factor within-subjects design with two
auditory feedback (2AF = adaptive sound feedback, constant sound
feedback) conditions with three different task execution strategies
(3T ES = as fast as possible, as precise as possible, and as fast and



as precise as possible) and two selection techniques (2ST = virtual
hand and ray casting) conditions, comprising a 2AF × 3T ES × 2ST
design. We measured task execution time (seconds), error rate (%),
and effective throughput (bits/s) of the subjects. We varied the
index of difficulty ID, by using three target sizes (3T S =1.5, 2.5 and
3.5 cm) and two target distances (2T D = 12.5 and 25 cm), which
created 6 unique IDs between 2.19 and 4.14. Each subject performed
2AF ×3T ES ×2ST ×6ID× 11 repetitions = 792 trials.

Table 3: Study 2 Experimental Conditions, AF = Auditory feedback,
ASF = Adaptive sound feedback, CSF = Constant sound feedback, ST
= Selection technique, VH = Virtual hand, RC = Ray casting, TES =
Task execution strategy, S = Speed, P = Precision, and S+P = Speed
and Precision.

2AF ×3T ES conditions counterbalanced with Latin Square
AF ASF CSF ASF CSF ASF CSF

TES S S P P S+P S+P
2ST independently counterbalanced conditions

ST VH RC
Randomized task variables for each condition

A 12.5 12.5 12.5 25 25 25
W 1.5 2.5 3.5 1.5 2.5 3.5

4.5 Results
As for the data from the first study, we used three-way RM ANOVA
with SPSS 24 and only report significant results. We considered data
as normal when the S and K were within ± 1.5 [30, 42].

The one-way RM ANOVA results for selection technique are
similar to the outcomes of user study 1. Thus, we just show them in
Table 4 and do not discuss these results further here.

Table 4: Study 2 results
Auditory
Feedback

Task Execution
Strategy

Selection
Technique ID

Time
F(1, 17) = 20.517,

p<0.001,
η2=0.547

F(2, 34) = 213.094,
p<0.001,
η2=0.926

F(1, 17) = 72.59,
p<0.001,
η2=0.001

F(5, 85) = 189.763,
p<0.001,

η2 = 0.918

Error rate
F(1, 17) = 1.859,

n.s.,
η2=0.099

F(1.45, 24.73) = 99.488,
p<0.001,
η2=0.854

F(1, 17) = 13.36,
p<0.001,
η2=0.44

F(3.581,60.871) =73.951,
p<0.001,

η2 = 0.813

Throughput
F(1,17) = 2.945,

n.s.,
η2=0.148

F(2, 34) = 155.449,
p<0.001,
η2=0.901

F(1, 17) =202.904,
p<0.001,
η2=0.923

F(3.298,56.067) =31.967,
p<0.001,

η2 = 0.653

Time: The time dependent variable was not normally dis-
tributed, S = 1.33 and K = 2.35, thus we used ART [71] for analysis.
According to the one-way RM ANOVA results in Table 4, Fig. 5(e)
and Fig. 5(f), subjects were faster with constant sound feedback
(Mean (M) = 0.779, Standard Error of Mean (SEM) = 0.012) com-
pared to adaptive sound feedback (M = 0.805, SEM = 0.011) and
the “as fast as possible” task execution strategy. We also found a
significant two-way interaction between task execution strategy and
auditory feedback for time (F(1,17) = 80.286, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.825
in Fig. 5(e)). Results showed that subjects were slower with the “as
precise as possible” task execution strategy. Furthermore, we found
a significant interaction between selection technique and auditory
feedback for time (F(1,17) = 80.286, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.825 Fig. 5(f).
According to these results, the task execution time of the participants
increased for ray casting with adaptive auditory feedback. Also,
three-way RM ANOVA results showed that there is a significant
interaction between auditory feedback, task execution strategy, and
ID (F(10,170) = 6.686, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.282). Subjects were slower
with the virtual hand condition compared to ray casting, except
when they experienced constant feedback with ID = 2.19. Four-
way ANOVA results showed that there is a significant interaction
between auditory feedback, task execution strategy, selection tech-
nique, and ID (F(10,170) = 10.357, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.379). Subjects
were particularly slower with the 1.5 cm target size with ray casting

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 5: Time results for (a) auditory feedback and (b) task execution
strategy; error rate results for (c) task execution strategy and effective
throughput results for (d) task execution strategy. Time results for (e)
interaction of auditory feedback and task execution strategy and (f)
interaction of auditory feedback and selection technique; error rate
results for (g) interaction of auditory feedback and task execution
strategy; throughput results for (h) interaction of auditory feedback
and selection technique.

when they executed the task “as precise as possible” compared to
the virtual hand technique.

Error rate: The error rate was normally distributed with S =
1.19 and K = 1.07. According to the one-way RM ANOVA results
shown in Fig. 5(c) and Table 4, subjects made more errors with
the “as fast as possible” task execution strategy and fewer with “as
precise as possible”. We also found a significant two-way interaction
between task execution strategy and task auditory feedback for error
rate (F(2,34) = 3.123, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.155 in Fig. 5(g)), where
subjects made fewer errors with the “as fast as possible” and “as
precise as possible” task execution strategies with adaptive feed-
back. Also, three-way RM ANOVA results showed that there is a
significant interaction between auditory feedback, task execution
strategy, and ID (F(6.432,109.35) = 5.037, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.229).
The results showed that the error rate of the subjects was lower with
constant feedback compared to the adaptive feedback condition with
the virtual hand interaction technique when A=25. Yet, four-way



ANOVA results identified no significant interaction between audi-
tory feedback, task execution strategy, selection technique, and ID
(F(7.341,124.798) = 1.246, p = 0.265, η2 = 0.068).

Throughput: Throughput was normally distributed, S = 0.34,
K = 1.07. The one-way RM ANOVA results in Fig. 5(d) and Table 4
show that the throughput performance of subjects was higher with
the “as fast as possible” task execution strategy. Furthermore, we
found a significant interaction between selection technique and audi-
tory feedback for throughput (F(1,17) = 4.743, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.218
in Fig. 5(h)), where the throughput performance of the participants
decreased for ray casting selection with adaptive auditory feedback.
Three-way RM ANOVA results showed that there is significant in-
teraction between auditory feedback, task execution strategy, and
ID (F(10, 170) = 2.068, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.108). According to these
results, participants achieved a higher throughput while they were
instructed to follow “as fast as possible” strategy compared to “as
precise/as fast and precise as possible” with adaptive and constant
sound feedback for ID = 4.14, i.e., the most complex task. Four-way
RM ANOVA results showed that there is a significant interaction
between auditory feedback, task execution strategy, selection tech-
nique, and ID (F(10,170) = 3.777, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.182). Accord-
ing to results, participants’ throughput performance was higher with
virtual hand interaction when they were asked to be “as precise as
possible” with ID = 2.19.

4.5.1 Subjective results

As in the first study, we asked subjects about their insights and
thoughts for the adaptive error feedback. Most, 13 out of 18, par-
ticipants found the adaptive sound feedback useful and commented:
“It was functional to focus [me] back on the task when I kept on
making mistakes, but it also felt like I had a bit of room to make
mistakes (the interval between medium to high pitch). Overall, it
allowed me to know how bad I was doing and therefore try to focus
more, but it also made the task more stressful as it increased the
perceived pressure”, “it may help increase the precision, but it gives
me pressure and stress at the same time”, “the inclining pitch when
making mistakes made me want to slow down my speed and focus
more on my precision”, “Interesting, gives a sense of progression”,
“I find it helpful because it makes me more careful”, “I liked it, warn-
ing without too annoying”, “I believe it increased my awareness of
errors”, “Effective in terms of adaptive level of your errors”, and
“When the sound got high pitch I was trying to be more precise in
order not to hear the sound anymore, although, I don’t think I was
driven by it as much as the fact that I was missing targets”. The
other 5 participants thought the adaptive feedback was “irritating”,
“aggressive” and “was good up to a point. I didn’t like the highest
pitch but before that it was good”.

We also included a multiple-choice question to query for which
task execution strategy participants thought that adaptive sound
feedback increased their performance. Two participants chose “as
fast as possible”, 10 chose “as precise as possible”, 14 chose “as
fast and as precise as possible”, and one chose “none” of the task
execution strategies.

4.5.2 Fitts’ Law Analysis

Linear regressions with Equation 1 show that user movement time
can be modelled as MT = 0.02 + 0.25*ID, R2 = 0.96 for the adaptive
feedback and MT = 0.91 + 0.23*ID, R2 = 0.92 for the constant fre-
quency sound feedback. These results are shown in Fig. 6. Similarly,
the results for “as fast as possible”, “as precise as possible” and “as
fast and as precise as possible” are shown in Fig. 6, with MT = 0.09
+ 0.16*ID, R2 = 0.98, MT = -0.04 + 0.34*ID, R2 = 0.93 and MT =
0.05 + 0.22*ID, R2 = 0.0.94, respectively.

Figure 6: Fitts’ law model for (a) sound feedback conditions and (b)
task execution strategies.

4.6 Study 2 Discussion

In this second study, we investigated adaptive auditory error feed-
back, i.e., an error feedback mechanism that increases the sound
frequency with each error that occurred. We also tested this method
with three possible task execution strategies: “as fast/as precise/as
fast and as precise as possible”.

According to the results, adaptive auditory error feedback de-
creased task execution time overall. This result is in line with previ-
ous findings, where varying-frequency sounds were used to increase
the motor performance [60]. However, we were not able to identify
significant differences in overall error rate and throughput. For the
“as precise as possible” task execution strategy, adaptive sound feed-
back decreased the error rate while increasing the task execution
time, and throughput was also negatively affected. On the other hand,
the error rate significantly decreased with the adaptive feedback for
the “as fast as possible” task execution strategy. The majority (13
out of 18) participants also found adaptive sound feedback useful.
Thus, we can say that our hypothesis H2.1, that adaptive auditory
error feedback increases user performance, is partially supported.
When we compare our results with those from previous work [4,39],
one potential explanation for the different outcomes is that discreet
(as in our work) and continuous sound feedback (as in [60]) affect
the user performance in different ways. In this study, we increased
the pitch of the discrete sound feedback when the participant made
more errors in a round of trials, while previous work mapped the
quality of the user movement to sound frequency [39, 60]. These
differences could explain the variation in results between our work
and previous studies.

When we look at the interaction between selection technique and
auditory feedback in terms of time and throughput, we can see that
subjects were slower and their throughput decreased with the adap-
tive sound feedback. However, we did not observe any significant
interaction in the error rate results between selection technique and
auditory feedback. Thus, our results support hypothesis H2.2, that
Adaptive auditory error feedback decreases user performance when
selecting targets with the ray casting selection technique, which
identifies a speed-precision trade-off. Previous work has shown that
limitations of tracking systems, such as jitter [10–12, 67], can in-
crease the error rate for the ray casting selection technique. Thus, we
hypothesize that the subjects de-prioritized execution time, which
decreased their throughput performance, to enable them to be more
careful with the adaptive auditory error feedback so that they could
avoid hearing the higher pitch.

Participants’ positive comments on the adaptive sound feedback
also validate the findings for the “as precise as possible” task ex-
ecution strategy. The majority of the participants (13 out of 18)
observed and commented on the decrease of their error rate with
adaptive sound feedback, and 10 participants indicated that adaptive
auditory feedback improved their performance for the “as precise as
possible” task execution strategy. Yet, 14 out of 18 subjects thought
that adaptive auditory feedback also improved their overall perfor-



mance with the “as fast and as precise as possible” task execution
strategy. Yet, we were unable to observe any significant performance
improvement in terms of time, error rate, and throughput for this
condition. Thus, we highlight that practitioners, developers, and
researchers need to investigate this phenomenon further, since the
trainee’s motivation could decrease if their perception and objective
results do not match.

5 GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this paper, we presented two user studies on the effects that
auditory error feedback has on user performance in VR training
systems and simulators that use Fitts’ law tasks and throughput
for performance assessment. In the first study, we investigated
high-frequency auditory feedback and found a generally negative
effect. Based on these results, we introduced adaptive auditory
feedback in our second study to enable participants to change their
user performance based on the task execution strategy.

Since VR HMDs and controllers exhibit great potential as train-
ing systems and simulators, we hope our findings will inform the
creation of better training systems. We also believe that the re-
sults presented here can be used for 3D user interface design and
interaction studies. Overall, we suggest the following:

Test sound feedback before starting trials: During the design
of VR training systems or simulators, developers and practitioners
should carefully choose an appropriate error sound, since its pitch
can significantly change user performance [7]. If possible, the used
frequency should be tested before a performance evaluation, even
with different interaction techniques. As can be seen from the results
of study 2, subjects’ motor performance can vary with different task
execution strategies with different auditory error feedback. This
suggestion also extends to Fitts’ law research, and we thus globally
recommend reporting the sound frequency used in each user study,
e.g., [1, 31].

Use a higher pitch to focus trainees’ attention on their error
rate: For situations where the trainee needs to decrease their error
rate, high-pitch auditory feedback might help them shift their focus
from execution time to error rate. However, such an approach can
create a trade-off between the participant’s time/throughput and their
error rate. Moreover, since users did not prefer high-pitch auditory
feedback, we do not recommend using this approach frequently.

Design the sound feedback to match the desired task execu-
tion strategy: To improve training outcomes, previous work sug-
gested prioritizing participants’ precision by asking them to execute
the task “as precise as possible” [5]. In this work, we showed that
adaptive error sound feedback can decrease participants’ error rates
during task execution, while it did not impact the throughput for the
“as precise as possible” task execution strategy. Thus we believe that
this strategy should be further investigated as a means to improve
trainee motor performance.

In this work, we tested different auditory feedback and task exe-
cution strategies within an ISO 9241-411:2012 task [34]. Thus, all
studies that use the Fitts’ law task and throughput as a performance
assessment criterion can use our results as a baseline. Previous
work on VR simulators and training systems for motor performance
training [8, 13] did not investigate auditory feedback. Also, we
took care to choose our participants from the general public, not a
specific group. Since novice trainees typically come from different
backgrounds, the findings here could thus be applied to other VR
training systems and simulators. We also believe that before gen-
erally advocating the use of VR training systems and simulators,
we need to further investigate the overall effects of a VR system
and its technical limitations on user performance before focusing
on task-specific groups. This (more cautious) approach eliminates
the unnecessary cost, time, and effort spent on creating VR training
systems that do not perform well due to design issues.

We still acknowledge that the previous literature on skill transfer

from VR systems to the real-world is inconclusive [29, 45, 72]. We
see this as further evidence that we first need to understand the
fundamental effects of VR-based training systems before designing
them for specific tasks.

In this work, we only investigated the pitch of auditory error
feedback. Based on the results from and suggestions included in
previous work [4], we also only analyzed frequencies equal to or
higher than a C4, i.e., 262 Hz, in our experiments. However, there
are several other dimensions of sound feedback, including loudness,
quality, timing, and localization [32, 43]. While our study aims to
extend previous work in terms of the pitch for error feedback, the
other dimensions should also be analyzed and investigated in terms
of their usefulness to facilitate motor learning [61].

We focused on the effects of auditory error feedback and task
execution strategies. Since ray casting and virtual hand selection
techniques are widely used, we also investigated the interaction
between these selection techniques, task execution strategies, and
auditory error feedback. Still, the results presented here may vary for
non-standard ray casting [47] and virtual hand techniques [46]. Also,
our results could apply for positive auditory feedback [75], however
experimenters should consider that it might take up to 8 minutes
for subjects to familiarize themselves with a given form of sound
feedback before they start improving their motor performance [60].

Due to COVID-19 related restrictions and following Steed et al.’s
suggestions [63], we distributed our experiment and ran participants
remotely. Participants used the headsets available in their homes
with their own controllers, which increases the external validity
of our work. Thus, data collection might have been affected by
different computer specifications, resulting in a larger variation of
latency relative to a lab study [67]. Still, we found no evidence
that user system characteristics would have influenced our outcomes
in a major way. For VR headsets without built-in headphones,
participants used their own earphones or headsets. We only asked
subjects to fix the volume at 40% on their computer. Distributing the
experiment enabled us to report more externally valid results since
the experiment involved several different headsetsThus, we can say
that our results are not only limited to one particular VR system, but
likely generalize to most common commercial VR headsets.

When we look at the 7-point Likert scale results, we see that
participants did not report substantial mental or physical fatigue in
both studies, with an average of 3.833 for both mental and physical
fatigue in user study 1 and 4.5 and 4.11 for physical and mental
fatigue in user study 2 (1-I feel extremely relaxed, 4-I feel normal,
7-I feel extremely tired).

6 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we extended previous work on the effect of different
forms of auditory error feedback on user performance and showed
how different pitches impact user performance with different task
execution strategies. According to the results, high-pitch auditory
error feedback can be used to focus the attention of a user on their
error rate, which, as a trade-off, decreases their throughput perfor-
mance. Moreover, adaptive auditory feedback can be used to further
decrease the error rate without affecting throughput for the “as pre-
cise as possible” task execution strategy, but (still) does not increase
overall motor performance. We believe that our results inform bet-
ter VR-based training systems and simulators to improve human
eye-hand coordination motor performance.

In the future, we plan to apply the results of our findings to
VR and AR simulators and training systems that are commercially
available on the market. Furthermore, we want to investigate how
other forms of auditory feedback, such as varying pitch with the
distance of the “hit” to the target center or the length of the tone,
affect individual learning in different tasks. We also want to apply
our results to rehabilitation and medical research [3].
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